
ERRORS RUN OUT OF 
STEAM  

(So am I)  
 
Jane Errors 8 @ Brew Jay Chungs 10 
 
In their final game of the UWOSBA regular season, the Jane Errors were determined to go out 
on winning note. Facing off against the 4th-ranked Brew Jay Chungs, Charlotte Brontë's 
favourite sluggers hit 11-straight 1-out singles to score 8, reaching the Slo-Pitch runs-per-inning 
limit for the first time this season. The inning was capped by 2B Marzena Musielak's second 
single of the inning, driving in C Kevin Shaw for the eighth run.  
 
With spirits high and their run total the highest it had been since Week 2 (where they tallied 11 
against the lowly Susan's Sluggers), the Errors took to the field, aiming to win their 3rd game of 
the season, and secure a first round match-up against the very same Brew Jay Chungs currently 
batting against them.  
 
Unfortunately, the aptly named Errors were haunted by their ability to make all-too-appropriate 
puns, surrendering 4 runs in the home half of the 1st, 2 in the second, another in the third, and 
finally 3 in the 4th to fall behind 10-8 heading into the top of the 5th and final inning of their 
UWOSBA regular season.  
 
Despite allowing the Brew Jays to slowly claw back into the game, the GES team seemed amped 
and ready to regain the lead, with former Some-University-in-Colorado All-Star Jon Stillman 
leading off the inning. Instead, a fly-out in foul territory followed by a groundout by Co-Coach 
Kailee Wakeman pushed the Errors to the brink.  
 
1B Dylan Schoenmakers singled to bring the tying run to the plate in the form of Coach Mike 
Gyssels. With 2 outs, a runner on base, and a chance to tie the game (which is literally the kind 
of scenario every child dreams about and probably the biggest reason he agreed to play this 
summer) Gyssels drove a fly ball down the RF line. Unfortunately, with the defence in a left-
handed shift, RF Apparent-Jays'-Fan-Who-Actually-Still-Wears-an-Arencibia-shirt (seriously, he 
was the worst player on the Jays) was able to run down the ball, ending the Errors' hopes at 
redemption.  
 
Oxford UP Knocks-on-the-Jock  
 
3 Knocks - to everyone on the team for an excellent first inning, and more importantly, for an 
excellent season. You should all be proud of the score of this game, considering this team beat us 
9-0 the first week. You've all made vast improvements and learned to be genuine baseball 
players in just 10 short weeks. I hope that you've taken time out to think about your own personal 
highlights from the season (maybe with the help of these writeups?) and to congratulate yourself 
for all the hard work. It's been a ton of fun organizing and 'coaching' with whatever limited skill 



set I have. I hope you enjoyed playing for this team as much as I did coaching it. Thanks for 
being great.  
 
2 Knocks - to Kevin Shaw, who had a few swigs of Michael Jordan's Special Stuff before the 
game, and made some great plays behind home plate and at bat.  
1-3; Single; RBI; Run  
 
1 Honorary Knock - to Philip Spurrell, who's been battling a stomach bug the last few weeks, but 
still managed to make it out to support the team in our last game of the regular season.  
 
 


